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Abstract— Turkey is located in the Alpine-Himalayan Orogenic
Belt and represents one of the seismotectonically most active
regions of the world. Collisional, extensional and strike-slip
tectonic regimes lead its seismicity. There are many faults about
which quite limited information is available in especially central
and southern parts of Turkey that accommodate many faults
defined in this context. With its ~150 km length the
Karaisalı-Karsantı Fault Zone is one of the most important
tectonic structures of southern Anatolia. Information about the
fault zone, which is described as a ‘potentially active fault’ on
the current active fault map, is considerably limited. However,
the region dominated by the fault hosts two densely populated
metropolitans of Turkey; Adana and Mersin cities. Current
literature related to the fault define it as a left-lateral strike-slip
fault basing on the morphological criteria. It was concluded
from our structural analysis conducted on fault planes located at
the central part of Karaisalı-Karsantı Fault Zone that it is a
normal fault with a minor left-lateral. The obtained data
indicate that the information about the characteristics of
important faults in southern Anatolia is imperfect and the
region’s structure and seismology need to be examined in more
detail to identify its active tectonics more reliably.

Fig. 1. Neotectonic framework of Turkey and surroundings (modified from
[4] and [9]).
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I. INTRODUCTION
Turkey is one of the seismotectonically most active regions
of the world [1]. Among the geological resources that control
the activity are the collision between the Arabian and
Eurasian plates in the east of the country and the extension in
the west [2, 3]. The movement between these regions
corresponds to the North Anatolian Fault Zone and the East
Anatolian Fault Zone [4] (Fig. 1). NE-SW trending Central
Anatolian Fault Zone, located in the inner section of
Anatolian plate and stretching approximately 700 km is one of
the most significant faults that dominate the tectonics of
central and southern Anatolia [5]. The Karataş-Osmaniye
Fault Zone that represents SW-trend of East Anatolian Fault
Zone towards the southern part of central Anatolia is another
structural element [6]. The Karaisalı-Karsantı Fault Zone,
located between the Central Anatolian Fault Zone and the
Karataş-Osmaniye Fault Zone, qualifies one of the significant
fault zones in southern Turkey [7, 8] (Fig. 2).
The Central Anatolian Fault Zone and the Karataş
Osmaniye Fault Zone as well as the Karaisalı-Karsantı Fault
Zone located between the other two faults and subject to this
study are defied as left lateral strike-slip faults [7] (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Major neotectonic fault zones in south-central Turkey (after [8]).

However, published structural data are available only for
the southwestern section of the Central Anatolian Fault Zone
[5, 10] and no kinematic study conducted in relation with the
Karaisalı-Karsantı Fault Zone. The most significant
characteristic of these faults is that many of them are
represented as ‘active’ or ‘potentially active faults’ on the
Active Fault Maps of Turkey [8, 11]. Many faults that extend
parallel to each other in the central part of Karaisalı-Karsantı
Fault Zone are evident both in the previous studies and
satellite images. This study covers the structural observations
carried out along the central part of Karaisalı-Karsantı Fault
Zone.
II. GEOLOGICAL SETTING
The study field covers an area of 400 km2 among the
villages of Çukurbağ, Kuşçular, Durak and Çiftlikköy in the
southern part of Central Taurus (Fig. 3). The aim is to specify
structural characteristics of the central part of
Karaisalı-Karsantı Fault Zone. In the study area, there are five
major
groups
of
r o ck
units.
These
include
Jurassic-Cretaceous aged limestones, which constitute the
basis of Pre-Oligocene period and are indicated as a single
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unit in Figure 3, the Oligo-Miocene aged Gildirli Formation,
the Early-Middle Miocene aged Kaplankaya and Karaisalı
formations, and Quaternary aged alluviums that covers small
areas along the Karaisalı-Karsantı Fault Zone [10, 12-17].
The Oligo-Miocene aged Gildirli Formation is generally
represented by coarse-grained materials and carbonate rocks
with thin coal levels in some levels. It is conformably covered
by the Early-Middle Miocene aged Kaplankaya formation
which is mainly composed of shale [18]. The Karaisalı
formation covers the largest surface area in the study field and
hosts the largest part of Karaisal-Karsantı Fault Zone. The
Karaisalı formation is composed of reefal limestones.
Disintegrated surface colour is observed as gray-light gray in
general, and its freshly broken surfaces indicate the colours of
yellow/smoky yellow. The bottom of the unit is composed of
slightly silt, bioclastic, interbedded, medium-thick layered
and partly nodular limestones, while the lower levels consist
of reefal limestones that contain algae, coral pieces,
foraminifera, gastropoda and echinoid fossils [12]. This unit
has a massive look in general and is partly medium-thick
layered. Due to tectonic and atmospheric factors, surface of
the Karaisalı formation has a fractured structure with karstic
voids. Earlier researchers suggested that the age of the unit,
which has horizontal and vertical transitions with the lower
and upper units, was Serravalien-Burdigalian [12,16].
Quaternary aged alluviums and talus deposits are formed
along the fault that is the subject of our study [19] (Fig. 3).

The data obtained were processed by FaultKin (v.7.6)
software,
and
kinematic
characteristics
of
the
Karaisalı-Karsantı Fault Zone in the region were interpreted
[20, 21].
IV. RESULTS
The Karaisalı-Karsantı Fault Zone is composed of many
fault segments formed at different lengths and directions
along a line of approximately 120 km in the south of central
Taurus and north of the Adana Basin. This fault is a
significant structure for the neotectonics of southern Turkey.
In this study conducted on the central part of the fault, fault
plane was observed along the main topographic escarpment
between Çiftlikköy and Kıralan. The fault cuts the Neogene
aged units in the region and created various planes in
N28-70E directions (Fig. 4). Northern side of fault planes
display dense brecciation, carbonation and partial travertene
formations (Fig. 4). Slope values of the planes were between
46-89o while rake values measured from slickensides are
between 79-85o. It has been concluded that central part of the
Karaisalı-Karsantı Fault Zone is not a pure left lateral
strike-slip fault. Kinematic data and morphology indicate that
the Karaisalı-Karsantı Fault Zone is a normal fault with a
minor left-lateral component at least along its central part
(Fig. 5).

Fig. 3. Geological map of the study area (modified from [20]).

III. METHOD
Within the scope of this study field studies were conducted
between Çiftlikköy and Kıralan villages that represents the
central part of the NE-SW-trending Karaisalı-Karsantı Fault
Zone. Structural and kinematic data that gathered during the
observations directly along the fault planes were evaluated.
30 slip data in 3 fault plane stations were recorded in total.
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Fig. 4. Fault plane examples from the central part of the Karaisalı-Karsantı
Fault Zone.
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